














TROUBLESHOOTING PRO 80 ACTUATOR (not repairable) 

The Pro 80 actuator contains a variable resistor which changes value as the extension screw extends and 
retracts. The proper operation can be checked using the tables below. Set the meter to the ohms or 
continuity setting (in this setting the meter should read 0 when the meter leads are shorted together). 

The white wire sweeps across the variable potentiometer as the extension screw moves, causing the 
white wire to produce a different reading on the meter. The control board translates that information 
into stop points based on where the open or close adjustments are set to. 

NOTE:  The reading between the Orange and Green wire should be about 10,000 ohms (10K ohms) 
always. No matter the location of the extension screw. 

The reading between the orange and white added to the reading between the green and white 
should equal the 10K reading from above. 

 

Variable Resistor  
inside actuator 
Mid travel 

Orange Wire 

Green Wire 

White Wire 

Ohm Meter reading between 
Orange & White wire should 
be ~5000 ohms (5K ohms) 

Ohm Meter reading between 
Green & White wire should be 
~5000 ohms (5K ohms) 

Ohm Meter reading between 
Green & White wire should be 
~750 ohms 

Variable Resistor  
inside actuator 
Retracted 

Orange Wire 

Green Wire 

White Wire 

Ohm Meter reading between 
Green & White wire should be 
~10K ohms (10,000 ohms) 

Variable Resistor  
inside actuator 
Extended 

Orange Wire 

Green Wire 

White Wire 

Actuator Shaft Retracted 

Actuator Shaft Mid Travel 

Actuator Shaft Extended 



Technical Tip

Subject: Programming In car transmitter to Receiver

November 25, 2013

In car transmitters (homelink, LearCar2U) are advertised to be able to open garage doors and automatic
gates. This is correct only if the in car systems are compatible with the frequency of the receiver
installed in the garage or gate operator. The in car systems are not all the same so there is no way for
USAutomatic to know for certain if your vehicle is equipped with a compatible system.

The USAutomatic LCR receiver operates at 433.92 mhz other brands of receivers possibly operate at
different frequencies and that frequency will need to be identified from the specific manufacturer of the
product.

The programming instructions in the automobile system will typically have two methods of
programming. The programming method that must be used with the USAutomatic LCR receiver is where
the car is placed into the learn mode and then the USAutomatic remote button (used to operate the
gate) is pressed so that the in car system can learn the frequency.

The in car instructions will tell you to hold the remote close to a specific position in the car it has been
our experience that this might or might not work. Try moving the remote around inside the vehicle
slowly to different locations and farther away from the specific spot recommended.

The LearCar2U product in the past has offered customers a replacement receiver for the garage or gate
operator to make the frequency compatible. This offer does not take into consideration the affect the
new receiver will have on your solar charged gate operator. The receiver they will possibly supply is a
high current consumption part and might or might not be proper for the installation. This must be
considered when accepting the new receiver offer. If you gate battery is AC charged then this concern is
not valid the AC charger will have no problem keeping your battery charged.

The information above is based on our experiences with the in car systems and might or might not be
correct to your specific vehicle.

USAutomatic does not guarantee any receiver replacement will be offered as mentioned above but it
has been done in the past and we are only informing you of that.

USAutomatic,LTD
118 Hillside Drive
Lewisvlle, TX 75028
888 204 0174
www.usautomatic.com



Wiring AAS keypad model DKLP to all control boards

Red wire – 12 vdc

Black wire – power ground

Brown wire – Relay Common

Orange wire – Relay N/O

First question you must ask is the keypad for gate OPEN only or for OPEN/CLOSE?

If for open only then (Brown wire) connects to the control board open input

700 series Patriot J2 pin 9

500 series Ranger J2 pin 9

300 series Sentry J2 pin 3

If for open/close then (Brown wire) connects to the control board Push Button input

700 series Patriot J2 pin 3

500 series Ranger J2 pin 3

300 series Sentry J1 green wire – for this will have to splice into green wire

Red wire connects to J2 pin 1 on all control boards

Black wire and Brown wire connect to J2 pin 2 on all control boards

*700 series Patriot can also wire to J2 pin 7 this is ground


